Debates over Brexit,
immigration, religious
co-existence and the
‘four nations’ have
highlighted an urgent
need for more inclusive
visions and blueprints
of the UK's future.
Our 2019–20 series responds
to this by exploring ways of
ensuring that everyone in
society has the opportunity
to contribute, whatever their
backgrounds or perspectives.
Join us for multi-sector
conferences, panel debates
and interdisciplinary retreats
that examine the roles different
groups and agents can play in
making this happen.

We are committed to ensuring a
balanced and diverse representation
of backgrounds and perspectives
at all of our events. To register
your interest in participating in
our conferences, panel debates or
retreats, please contact us at:
programmeteam@
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
01784 497781

Please follow the series on
social media:
# CL inclusion
Find out more and access all
our latest digital resources and
reports at:
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/
read-watch-listen

2019

Challenges for
Democracy in the
Digital Age
Panel debate
Goodenough College, London
7 November 2019

Digital Inclusion:
Bridging Divides
Roundtable conference
Cumberland Lodge
14 –15 November 2019

Commonwealth
Futures: Youth
Perspectives
Youth symposium
Cumberland Lodge
1 – 3 December 2019

This year’s Cumberland
Lodge Debate, chaired
by Baroness Prashar,
features Lord Howell,
author of Look Where We’re
Going: Escaping the Prism of
Past Politics, debating the
future of democracy in
a digital world with
panellists including Dr
Katharine Dommett
(University of Sheffield).

We explore digital
innovations in equal access
to education and civic
participation. Academics,
policymakers, business
representatives and civil
society practitioners
investigate how intelligent
technology can foster a
greater sense of community
and inclusion, and provide
new opportunities for social
and political engagement.

#clD ebate

#clD igitalI nclusion

Interdisciplinary
research

Cumberland Lodge has a unique way of empowering
people to tackle the causes and effects of social
division. We embrace 'difficult conversations' and bring
intergenerational and multi-sector perspectives, as well
as an ethical dimension, to all of our work.

Multi-sector
conference
Expert
consultation
Cumberland
Lodge Report

Youth representatives from
across the Commonwealth
reflect on the roles that ICT
innovation, the rule of law
and leadership can play in
promoting social cohesion
globally. Held in partnership
with the Commonwealth
Secretariat, the British
Council and the Association
of Commonwealth
Universities.
#cl C ommonwealth

To maximise the rigour of our conference discussions,
we commission interdisciplinary research to fully
brief participants in advance. Key findings and
recommendations from each conference are reviewed

2020

Commonwealth
& International
Student Christmas
Conference
Student conference
Cumberland Lodge

Resilient
Communities
Roundtable conference
Cumberland Lodge
27–28 February 2020

Our annual conference
for Commonwealth and
international students
based in the UK ,
examining the impact of
emerging technologies
on digital citizenship and
connectedness. Join us to
engage in challenging and
inspiring dialogue in a
festive environment.

In partnership with
The Young Foundation,
community leaders,
politicians, academics and
third-sector practitioners
examine how to foster
social cohesion in ways
that make communities
more resilient to
disruptive events, and help
fractured communities
to reconfigure more
effectively.

#cl C hristmas

#clyf R esilient

18 –20 December 2019

and refined at a subsequent consultation, involving
further specialists in the field, before being published as a
Cumberland Lodge Report.
Our reports are publicly available, and presented
directly to policymakers and practitioners at launch
events in Westminster. We also share our conference
briefings and digital resources (including podcasts,
videos and blogs) via our website and on social media.
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/read-watch-listen

Faith & Belief 2040:
Fostering Social
Cohesion
Roundtable conference
Cumberland Lodge
23 –24 April 2020

An inter-faith and non-faith
exploration of the UK 's
changing landscape of faith
and belief. Policymakers,
faith leaders, civil society
representatives and
academics address
the challenges and
opportunities for social
cohesion, state institutions
and community life, over
the next 20 years.
#clF aith B elief 2040

Towards Justice:
Law Enforcement &
Reconciliation

Religion & the Media:
Opportunities,
Inclusions, Exclusions

Police Conference,
Cumberland Lodge

Media & Public
Culture Forum
Cumberland Lodge

19 –21 June 2020

An inclusive delegation of
police officers, historians,
legal professionals, charity
leaders, academics and
senior civil servants
convenes for our 39 th
annual Police Conference,
exploring criminal justice
responses to historical
wrongs, and opportunities
for promoting crosscommunity reconciliation.
#clTowardsJ ustice

Life Beyond the
PhD 2020
Student conference
Cumberland Lodge
10 –14 August 2020

In partnership with the
Religion Media Centre,
our inaugural Forum
focuses on how reporters
and media influencers
can promote social
cohesion amidst rapid
social transformations and
changing discourses on
religiosity and secularism
in the UK .

Our flagship
interdisciplinary
conference for doctoral
students and early-career
researchers returns,
with an inspiring
line-up of speakers and
contributors. We explore
the opportunities for
doctoral students to
maximise the social impact
of their research and
promote social cohesion.

#clM edia F orum

#clP h D

3 – 5 July 2020

Emerging International Leaders
Every year, we select 50 international postgraduate students from universities across
the UK to participate in our Emerging International Leaders programme on Freedom of
Religion or Belief. They participate in three residential retreats at Cumberland Lodge.
By facilitating effective cross-cultural and inter-faith encounters, we empower future
leaders and change-makers to challenge intolerance and prejudice, and to negotiate
disagreement and respect for worldviews more effectively in their universities and
home countries.
#clF oRB
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/emerging-international-leaders

Cumberland Lodge empowers people,
through dialogue and debate, to tackle
the causes and effects of social division.
Since 1947, we have been
breaking down silo thinking and
incubating fresh ideas that promote
progress towards more peaceful,
open and inclusive societies.
We actively involve young people
in all aspects of our work, and
nurture their potential as future
leaders and change-makers.
Our stunning facilities are
available to hire for conferences,
meetings and special events.
Every booking helps to support
our charitable work.

Cumberland Lodge
The Great Park
Windsor
Berkshire SL4 2HP
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

@cumberlandlodge
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